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Commercial
Dog Doors

A History of Performance
Since 1985, we have been manufacturing pet doors at our facility 
in Bradenton, Florida. Throughout our history, our product 
development team has worked closely with extreme users to 
engineer a strong, safe, energy efficient and dependable product, 
designed for years of trouble free use.

Our mission was to design a door that could withstand the rigorous, 
day-to-day activities of professionally trained working dogs. A door 
that would survive in the extreme environments they work and live 
in. For this application, we designed the BiteGuard KennelPlexTM

commercial-use dog door.

Our clients include the United States Military, Border Patrol, DEA, K-9  
Law enforcement units and boarding kennels throughout the world.

Properly trained Police K-9 dogs can be the difference between taking control of a situation or one 
that can quickly spiral out of control. Mastering skills like protecting the officer, rescue and ground 
based tracking, locating drugs or evidence or building searches for felony intruders, can be critical 
to the safety of the operation.

This success begins with training in a safe, efficient environment. That’s why professional training 
facilities around the world choose BiteGuard KennelPlexTM commercial dog doors. Reliable and 
dependable, just like the elite canine students that attend.

Utilizing many of the same features and benefits engineered into the BiteGuard KennelPlexTM

Commercial Dog Doors, PlexiDor® is the trusted provider of pet doors for a loved one at your home.

	 US	Border	Patrol	 Canadian	K-9	Police	 UK	Military	 Swiss	Mountain	Rescue	 United	States	Army

“The BiteGuard KennelPlex are basically bombproof.”
Jeff Woods, Misty Pines Kennel – Sewickley, Pennsylvania
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The choice of K-9, military, and commercial boarding kennels worldwide. Meet Officer Ivan
	Born	in	Slovakia,	Ivan	now	fights	crime	with	the		

City	of	Madison	Police	Department	K-9	Unit.
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Never Purchase Replacement Flaps Again
PlexiDor Pet Doors do not require replacement flaps. The shatter resistant 
saloon style door panels are manufactured from K-9 COMPOSITETM/MC which 
is specially formulated to resist damage from sunlight, extreme temperatures 
and high impact. The door panels have been rigorously tested to withstand 
the harshest outdoor conditions.

Maximum Energy Ef f iciency
Each PlexiDor Pet Door is designed with features to help save energy. The 
K-9 COMPOSITETM/MC panels are lined with industrial grade weather seal around 
all four edges to reduce air conditioning and heat loss. So whether you live in 
the hot desert climate of Arizona or in the frigid cold of Alaska, PlexiDor will 
save you money every month. Your pet will love the quiet, smooth and safe 
doors and you’ll love seeing a lower energy bill. 

Added Security Features
PlexiDor Performance Pet Doors come with a lock, key and steel security plate. Simply turn the key to lock the door. When 
leaving for an extended period or while away on vacation, add the steel security plate. No other pet door provides the 
security of a PlexiDor Performance Pet Door.

Freedom and Peace of Mind
Your family will enjoy the freedom and peace of mind that a PlexiDor 
Performance Pet Door will provide. Like freedom from the worry of 
damage to your floors and carpets. Your pet will love the freedom to 
relieve themselves when they need to; while you are away at work during 
the day or without interruption in the evening when you are at home 
relaxing. Or, peace of mind knowing your pet will have safe and easy access 
to the outdoors and the added health benefits of fresh air and exercise.

Color Choices for Your Living Space
PlexiDor offers three elegant colors to compliment your home; Silver, White, 
or Bronze. White and Bronze frame finishes are baked on the interior and 
exterior frames for increased durability. A PlexiDor Pet Door is by far the 
most attractive pet door you will ever install in your home.

A New Era of Innovation

For more than 25 years, we 

have manufactured PlexiDor 

Performance Pet Doors at our 

facility in Bradenton, Florida.

Throughout our company’s 

history, our product development 

team has worked closely with 

pet owners around the World to 

design and engineer a strong, 

safe, energy efficient and 

dependable product designed  

for years of trouble free use. 

PlexiDor Performance Pet Doors 
is an American Pet Association 

Approved Product 
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PlexiDor frame colors: 
Bronze, Silver and White



The shatter resistant saloon style door panels 
are manufactured with PlexiDor’s exclusive 
K-9 COMPOSITETM/MC. The material is specially 
formulated to resist damage from sunlight, 
extreme temperatures and high impact.

Doors Open Fast 
and Close Tight

Large and small pets can use the  
same door. Panels open smoothly with 
a gentle push and close automatically. 

Heavy duty springs are concealed within 
the main frame. Doors close quietly 
without banging. Won’t disturb you  

or frighten your pet.

Secure with Lock, Key  
and Security Plate

Keeps unwanted guests out of your 
home. Insert the key to lock or unlock the 
door. Apply the steel security plate when 

leaving for an extended period.

Maximum  
Energy Efficiency

The K-9 COMPOSITETM/MC panels are 
molded to form a “dual thermo-pane”  
for excellent insulation. Both panels 

are lined with  high-density, nylon pile 
weather seal for superior draft-control. 
Doors close tight keeping the heating 

and cooling inside your home.  
Ideal for extreme climates.

Heavy Duty  
Aluminum Frames

Hardened aluminum interior and exterior 
frames won’t rust, bend, crack, or warp. 
Choose from anodized silver, baked on 
white or bronze finish. Extremely durable 

and look great in your home.

K-9 COMPOSITETM/MC Door Panels

PlexiDor® Performance Advantage
4 Never purchase replacement flaps again

4  Maximum energy efficiency saves money 
on your energy bill every month

4  Secure with lock, key and steel 
security plate

4 Peace of mind

4 Freedom for both you and your pet

4  Enjoy undisturbed sleep or uninterrupted 
family or TV time

4 No more accidents or mess

4 Manufactured in the USA

90 Day Money Back Guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied with 
your purchase, just return it to the dealer 
where you purchased it from and they will 
refund the purchase price in full. Shipping 
charges are non-refundable.

5 Year Residential Warranty
PlexiDor is covered by a 5 year limited 
residential warranty. Any defective part 
will be repaired or replaced without 
expense including standard shipping 
service for 5 years from date of purchase. 
Labor is not covered.
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PlexiDor Extra Large Door

Application:  Exterior Doors

The door panels on the PlexiDor PD DOOR XL and PD WALL XL are 
manufactured using a solid 3/8 inch thick sheet of high impact acrylic 
instead of the thermo-pane panel design. This makes the panels 
virtually indestructible for larger dogs up to 220 pounds. Each panel 
comes equipped with factory installed chew proof aluminum trim 
around all four edges and on both sides of each panel.

The 1/2 inch wide aluminum trim prevents damage to the panels from 
chewing which sometimes occurs with larger dog breeds.

	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 16”	W	x	23	3/4”	H		 	18”	W	x	25”	H	 20	1/2”	W	x	26	3/4”	H
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Frame Colors:  White, Silver, Bronze

Installation Specifications

PD DOOR XL WH

PD DOOR XL SV

PD DOOR XL BR

PD DOOR XL
Dogs	up	to

220
pounds

White Finish
As seen from the interior of home.



PlexiDor Extra Large Wall
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Application:  Exterior Walls

All PlexiDor Wall units can be installed into stud, brick, block or 
cement exterior walls up to 12 inches thick. Each wall unit includes 
an aluminum tunnel kit that connects the interior and exterior frame. 
The tunnel materials ensure a professional fit and finish that provides a 
quality appearance.

	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 16”	W	x	23	3/4”	H		 	18	1/2”	W	x	26	1/2”	H	 20	1/2”	W	x	28	3/4”	H

PD WALL XL

Frame Colors:  White, Silver, Bronze

Installation Specifications

PD WALL XL WH

PD WALL XL SV

PD WALL XL BR
The PlexiDor Extra Large series accommodates 

dogs up to 220 pounds.

“I’ve had one of your extra-large PlexiDors for several years  
and I love it. After having had several other cheaper doors,  

this door is absolutely worth every penny.”

Lewis Mills – Jefferson City, Missouri

White Finish
Exterior frame pictured here with  

aluminum tunnel kit.
Aluminum

Tunnel
The bottom tunnel 
section is sloped to 
prevent water from 

entering. The tunnel 
will not rust, has no 
sharp edges and is 
easy to keep clean.

Dogs	up	to

220
pounds



PlexiDor Large Door

The PlexiDor Large series accommodates dogs up to 100 pounds.

Application:  Exterior Doors

PlexiDor PD Door units can be installed in any type of standard 
household exterior door.

PlexiDor Pet Doors do not require replacement flaps. The saloon style, 
thermal-pane panels are engineered with K-9 COMPOSITETM/MC,
a material specially formulated to resist damage from sunlight, extreme 
temperatures and impact. Door panels open with a gentle push and 
automatically close tight without banging. Our panel system has been 
rigorously tested to withstand the harshest outdoor conditions. 

PlexiDor’s exclusive K-9 COMPOSITETM/MC panels are lined with industrial 
grade weather seal around all four edges – top, bottom, left and right. 
The panels are designed to reduce air conditioning and heat loss.

So whether you live in the hot desert climate of Arizona or in the frigid 
cold of Alaska, PlexiDor will save you money every month. Your pet will 
love the smooth, quiet and safe doors and you’ll love seeing a lower 
energy bill.	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 11	3/4”	W	x	16”	H		 	14	1/4”	W	x	17	3/4”	H	 16	1/2”	W	x	19	1/4”	H
“The PlexiDor is terrific. I went through four flap style dog doors before I 

decided to spend the money and buy a PlexiDor. That was eight years ago 
and my size Large PlexiDor is still going strong despite the rough use my 

dogs give it daily. I just wish I had bought it sooner!”

Anthony Flowers – New Bloomington, Ohio
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Frame Colors:  White, Silver, Bronze

Installation Specifications

PD DOOR LG WH

PD DOOR LG SV

PD DOOR LG BR

PD DOOR LG

Silver Finish
As seen from the interior of home.

Dogs	up	to

100
pounds



PlexiDor Large Wall
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Dogs	up	to

100
pounds Application:  Exterior Walls

The PlexiDor PD WALL LG fits between studs 16 inches on center. 

Designed for exterior walls up to 12 inches thick, the tunnel kit can be 

cut to any length depending on the thickness of the wall. The bottom 

tunnel section is sloped to prevent water from entering. 

The aluminum tunnel will never rust, has no sharp edges and is easy to 

keep clean.

	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 11	3/4”	W	x	16”	H		 	14	1/2”	W	x	19”	H	 16	1/2”	W	x	21	1/4”	H

PD WALL LG

Frame Colors:  White, Silver, Bronze

Installation Specifications

PD WALL LG WH

PD WALL LG SV

PD WALL LG BR

Silver Finish
Exterior frame pictured here 

with aluminum tunnel kit.



PlexiDor Medium Door

Application:  Exterior Doors

Your family and your pet will enjoy the freedom and peace of mind that 
a PlexiDor Performance Pet Door will provide. Like freedom from the 
worry of damage to your floors and carpets. Or, peace of mind knowing 
your pet will have safe and easy access to the outdoors and the added 
health benefits of fresh air and exercise.

	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 9”	W	x	12”	H		 	11	1/2”	W	x	13	1/2”	H	 13	3/4”	W	x	15	1/2”	H
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Frame Colors:  White, Silver, Bronze

Installation Specifications

PD DOOR MD WH

PD DOOR MD SV

PD DOOR MD BR

PD DOOR MD
Dogs	up	to

40
pounds

Bronze Finish
As seen from the interior of home.



PlexiDor Medium Wall
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Application:  Exterior Walls

The PlexiDor PD WALL unit is the perfect solution when installation into 
an exterior door is not applicable. The PD WALL unit can be installed in 
a location that allows your pet access to the backyard using the patio 
or deck.

Your pet will love the freedom to relieve themselves when they need 
to; while you are away at work during the day or without interruption 
in the evening when you are at home relaxing.

	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 9”	W	x	12”	H		 	11	7/8”	W	x	15	1/4”	H	 13	3/4”	W	x	17	1/2”	H

PD WALL MD

Frame Colors:  White, Silver, Bronze

Installation Specifications

PD WALL MD WH

PD WALL MD SV

PD WALL MD BR

“Though your PlexiDor comes with only a 5 year warranty,  
I want to let you know how good it is: 14 years with no problem!  

It was the right choice then, and I think it would be the right  
choice for anyone who buys a PlexiDor today.”

Maureen O’Connell – North Redding, Massachusetts
Bronze Finish

Exterior frame  
pictured here with  

aluminum tunnel kit.

The PlexiDor Medium series accommodates dogs up to 40 pounds.

Dogs	up	to

40
pounds



PlexiDor Small Door

Application:  Exterior Doors

A single panel design, PD SMALL units open from left to right with 
precision smoothness. Even the smallest kitten or puppy can easily 
push open the door.

All four edges of the K-9 COMPOSITETM/MC panels are equipped with 
the same industrial grade weather seal used on our larger series doors. 
This provides the highest level of energy efficiency compared to other 
small pet doors.

The spring loaded four-way lock can be set to IN-ONLY, OUT-ONLY,  
IN-AND-OUT or LOCKED. Simply turn the knob to select.

The PD SMALL units do not come with a steel security plate.

	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 6	1/2”	W	x	7	1/4”	H		 	8	1/2”	W	x	8	1/2”	H	 10”	W	x	10”	H
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Frame Colors:  White, Silver, Bronze

Installation Specifications

PD DOOR SM WH

PD DOOR SM SV

PD DOOR SM BR

PD DOOR SM

“I have had this pet door for 14 years, and it is still working like new. 
I have had to replace the seal around the panel door but it was 

easy to do and then it’s back to new condition. I have had a couple 
of dogs and several cats that have used it on a daily basis.”

Michael Arvizu – Houston, Texas

“Product is well made. There are no drafts and the cats  
like being able to see through the door.”

RT “J.J.” Ambassador – San Diego, California

The PlexiDor Small series accommodates dogs 
up to 9 pounds and cats up to 24 pounds.

Silver Finish
As seen from the interior of home.

Dogs	up	to
9	pounds
Cats	up	to

24	pounds



PlexiDor Small Wall
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Application:  Exterior Walls

The PlexiDor PD WALL SM is the perfect solution for smaller pets.

PD DOOR SM and PD WALL SM feature a K-9 COMPOSITETM/MC door 
panel equipped with the same industrial grade weather seal used on 
our larger series doors to ensure year round energy efficiency.

If living in a multi pet household, choose the PlexiDor sized for the 
largest pet. The panels open smoothly with a gentle push so large and 
small pets can use the same door or wall unit.

	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 6	1/2”	W	x	7	1/4”	H		 	8	3/8”	W	x	10	1/8”	H	 10”	W	x	12”	H

PD WALL SM

Frame Colors:  White, Silver, Bronze

Installation Specifications

PD WALL SM WH

PD WALL SM SV

PD WALL SM BR

Silver Finish
Exterior frame 

pictured here with 
aluminum wall tunnel.

Dogs	up	to
9	pounds
Cats	up	to

24	pounds



PlexiDor Electronic Door
Application:  Exterior Doors

When the pet door application at your home requires the ultimate in 
convenience and security, the PlexiDor PDE Electronic Pet Door is the 
choice of pet owners Worldwide. The PDE hardened ABS panel slides 
effortlessly up and down like a mini electronic garage door. When the unit 
is inactive, the panel acts as a security door keeping out unwanted guests.

Using state-of-the-art RFID technology (Radio Frequency Identification 
Device), the sensor reads the pre-programmed collar key code and 
opens and closes the door automatically for your pet only, while 
keeping other animals outside.

	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 12	3/4”	W	x	20”	H		 	14	1/4”	W	x	21	1/2”	H	 17	1/8”	W	x	54	5/8”	H
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Frame Colors:  White or Bronze

Installation Specifications

PDE DOOR LG WH

PDE DOOR LG BR

PDE DOOR LG

Bronze 
Finish

As seen 
from the 
interior 
of the
 home.

PDE Features and Benefits
n		Pet	and	child	safe	–	won’t	close	when	obstructed
n			Door	is	always	securely	locked	with	stainless	steel	

rod	when	not	active
n			Collar	Key	opens	and	closes	the	door	automatically	

for	your	pet	only	–	no	batteries	required
n			One	touch	programming,	easy	to	add	or	change	

1,000s	of	different	codes
n		Set	the	timing	of	how	long	the	door	remains	open
n			Won’t	interfere	with	underground	fence	or	home	

security	systems

Interior Dimensions: 	17	1/8”	W	x	54	5/8”	H
Exterior Dimensions: 	17”	W	x	24”	H

Dogs	up	to
125	pounds
	and	all	Cats



PlexiDor Electronic Wall
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Application:  Exterior Walls

The PDE WALL LG for dogs up to 125 pounds and all cats comes with 
the aluminum tunnel kit that is supplied with all PD WALL units. 

Two PDE collar keys are included with each PDE unit. The collar key 
weighs just 0.4 ounces, is waterproof, does not require a battery and 
snaps onto your pet’s collar. The door automatically reads the pre-
programmed key code as your pet approaches and when recognized, 
opens and closes the door allowing access for your pet only. You can 
set the unit to control the timing of how long the door remains open.

The PlexiDor PDE Electronic Pet Door plugs into a 
standard household outlet or it can be hardwired. 
Easy to program and even easier to use, the PlexiDor 
Electronic Pet Door will provide years of enjoyment 
for your family and pet.

	 Opening	Dimensions	 Cut	Hole	 Overall	Dimensions

		 12	3/4”	W	x	20”	H		 	14	1/4”	W	x	23”	H	 17	1/8”	W	x	54	5/8”	H

“Our PlexiDor electronic dog door is the best purchase I’ve ever 
made – our labs love it. We are selling our house, and it’s the first 

thing I put into the seller’s disclosure to keep! The buyer wants the 
dog door so much that we had to agree to sell it with the house 

and buy another! I’m happy another dog gets to enjoy it.”

Sarah Gantt – Dallas, Texas

PDE WALL LG

Frame Colors:  White or Bronze

Installation Specifications

PDE WALL LG WH

PDE WALL LG BR

White 
Finish

As seen 
from the 
interior 
of the
 home.

The PlexiDor Electronic series accommodates 
dogs up to 125 pounds and all cats.

Dogs	up	to
125	pounds
	and	all	Cats

PDE
Collar
Key
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Installing a PlexiDor Performance Pet Door into your home 
could save you as much as 10% off your energy bill.

Each	time	you	open	the	door	to	let	your	dog	out,	your	HEATING	and	COOLING	escapes.	Installing	a	PlexiDor	
can	save	you	money	every	month.	Review	the	chart	below	to	determine	your	estimated	annual	savings.

Energy savings figures are based on:

An average spring/summer 
temperature of between 80 and 100 
degrees with a household cooling 
temperature of 72 degrees.

An average fall/winter temperature 
of between 32 and 45 degrees with a 
household temperature of 72 degrees.

Above results typical of PlexiDor 
owners and are based on 25+ years of 
Worldwide customer testimonials.

Actual results may vary based on 
household insulation, roof and window 
type, age and size of home.

Saving 10% per month could save you $900 in just 5 years

 $100 $1,200 $6,000 $300 $420 $600

 $150 $1,800 $9,000 $450 $630 $900

 $200 $2,400 $12,000 $600 $840 $1,200

Your Average 
Monthly

Energy Bill:

Annual
Amount

Spent

5 Year
Total

5%
Savings

7%
Savings

10%
Savings*

* Average total savings in 5 years / 60 months

PlexiDor Energy Ef f iciency

Opening a standard sized  
household door allows  

energy to escape.

Installing a PlexiDor keeps  
the heating and cooling  

inside your home!

Opens fast, closes tight!

“Our life has been heaven and  
the reduction in air conditioning  
bills more than pays for itself in  
no time. I just can’t say enough 

about how happy we are with the 
PlexiDor and all that’s it done  
for our ‘doggy’ boys and us.”

Charles and Bonnie Wallace 
Weatherford, Texas
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“We love this door and so does 
our seven month old Cairn Terrier 
MacDuff. We really are impressed 
with how well the door seals itself. 

There is absolutely no draft. We  
have not found a product even 
closely comparable in Canada.  

This is truly an exceptional  
product and the best investment  

we have made! Thank you.”

Val Berreth & Ian McIntosh
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Steel Security Plate Installed

PlexiDor Security Features

Lock and Key
PlexiDor PD DOOR and PD WALL units come with a lock and two keys. The lock 
features a steel cam inside a hardened metal cylinder. Just turn the key to lock or 
unlock the door and keep unwanted guests from entering your home.

Steel Security Plate
The steel security plate is included with each PD DOOR or PD WALL unit and can 
be installed when leaving your home for an extended period. If using the security 
plate daily, purchase the PlexiDor Sliding Track with Flip Lock accessory for added 
convenience (see page 17).

PD DOOR SM and PD WALL SM units do not come with a steel security plate.

Producing a safe and secure dog door for you and your family is our highest 
priority. Each door comes with a lock and key and added steel security plate 
making it virtually impossible for an intruder to enter your home.
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The Flip Lock Feature

Awning Specifications

PlexiDor Accessories

PlexiDor Sliding Tracks with Flip Lock

Whether you leave your home for an extended period or want 
added security every day, the PlexiDor Sliding Track accessory 
makes it easy. Simply attach the left and right tracks to the interior 
frame and slide the steel security plate down the track into place.

Sliding Tracks mounted to interior frame.

Secure the plate with the handy flip lock feature  
and you’re finished. Tracks are made of strong,  
durable aluminum. Choose from Silver,  
White or Bronze for door sizes Medium  
Large and Extra Large.

Mounting hardware included, installs in minutes.

PlexiDor Pet Door Awning

The Pet Door Awning prevents rain, sun, snow and  
wind from entering through your PlexiDor pet door.  
This attractive, durable awning is made of aluminum 
with a baked-on finish. Available in three sizes for 
the PD DOOR, PD WALL, PDE DOOR and WALL units. 

The Steel Security Plate  
 slides easily into place.

Specify color:  White or Bronze

	 Size	 Item	Number	 Dimensions

		 Small		 	PD	AWNING	SM	 12”W	x	8”D

	 Medium		 	PD	AWNING	MD	 16”W	x	12”D

	 Large/XL		 	PD	AWNING	LG/XL	 23	1/4”W	x	8”D

Choose from White or Bronze.
Mounting hardware included.Awning sizes:  Small, Medium and Large/XL.

Simply flip  
the lock

to secure  
the plate
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PlexiDor Size ChartMeasuring Your Dog

Installation Height       The suggested mounting distance from frame to floor.

These measurements are provided to help ensure  
a proper installation height based on the pet door 
size you have selected.

The distance shown  
is measured from the  
bottom of the frame  
to the floor.

Size

Small

Medium

Large

Extra 
Large

Electronic

Dog
Weight

Dogs up to 9
Cats up to 24

pounds

Up to 

40 
pounds

Up to 

100 
pounds

Up to 

220 
pounds

Up to 

125 
pounds

Opening
Width

6 1/2 
inches

9 
inches

11 3/4 
inches

16 
inches

12 3/4 
inches

Small
 2”- 4”

Medium
4”- 6”

Large
 8”- 10”

Extra Large
12”- 14”

Opening
Height

7 1/4 
inches

12 
inches

16 
inches

23 3/4 
inches

20 
inches

 Breed Size Examples

Cats,	Chihuahuas,	Pomeranians,	Papillons,	Yorkies,		
Maltese	and	Japanese	Chins

Poodles,	Corgis,	Dachshunds,	Beagles,	Pekingese,	Shelties,	
	Schnauzers,	Cocker	Spaniels	and	most	Terriers

Labradors,	German	Shepherds,	Golden	Retrievers,	Boxers,	
	Collies,	Setters,	Bulldogs,	Pointers	and	Dobermans

Great	Danes,	St. Bernards,	Rottweilers,	Old	English	Sheepdogs,	
	Newfoundlands,	Irish	Wolfhounds	and	Great	Pyrenees

Large	breed	examples	as	listed	including	Malamutes,		
Weimaraners,	Rhodesian	Ridgebacks	and	all	Cats

Small

Selecting Your Pet Door

Medium Large Extra Large

Bottom edge  
of frame

Measuring your dog will help 
determine proper size and 

appropriate installation height.

The	suggested	measurements	are	a	guide	only.	
Make	sure	the	pet	door	is	installed	so	that	the	

opening	is	at	least	2”	above	the	pet’s	back.

To floor

“I have had your PlexiDor for several 
years now. Here in Las Vegas our 

summer heat exceeds 115 degrees. 
In the summer, your doors allow  
the entry way to remain cool and 

keep the dust under control.”

Michael Bialac – Las Vegas, Nevada

Allow for 2” above 
back height of pet

Back
Height

Width

Opening
Width

Opening
Height
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Visual Merchandising for Your Store

PlexiDor Retail Display
The in-store display unit provides a dynamic representation of the 
PlexiDor Performance Pet Door product series. It is delivered to your 
store free-of-charge as part of our Dealer Starter Pack.

Features of the display include:

4  A hands-on demonstration of the actual pet door

4  The three frame colors: Bronze, Silver and White

4  Light weight, easy to move and no removable parts

4  Added merchandising opportunities for your store

Display Footprint

Width:  22.5 inches

Depth:  14 inches

Height:  57 inches

Weight:  18 pounds

Contact your Distributor Sales Representative or call PlexiDor Dealer Support at:  941-752-7021  Ext. 206


